
Garden of the
Names of Allah

AL HAKEEM



Welcome to the 
GARDEN OF THE NAMES OF ALLAH.

We all love Allah and we love 
the deeds Allah loves.



Sometimes things happen and we wonder why, 
or we wonder why are our eyes above, why are
bees yellow and why do they produce honey? 

Why do birds have wings? 



There are some
creations that come out

during the night.

There are some
creations that come out

during the day



Allah Al Hakeem is The All-Wise 
and He created every creation with wisdom. 

He created it in the shape suitable for it 
and the color suitable for its role.



For example, birds need wings to fly. 
A mosquito has lots of eyes to see. 



Allah Al Hakeem 
creates everything out of wisdom

and never randomly.



How many eyes do humans have? 
Two eyes.

How many ears do humans have? 
Two ears.



How many tongues do humans have? 
One tongue.



Why do we have one tongue? 
Allah is Al Hakeem – The All-Wise, 

so that we hear and look more 
than we speak.



There are some insects that have more than one
heart, but we need one and that’s enough for us.



We cannot say, 
“why do we have two arms or two legs?” – 

ALLAH IS AL HAKEEM. 
He is the All-Wise to put everything in its place.



For example, we have a mother and father 
and our friend has another mother and father. 
We all live in a certain place. Allah Al Hakeem 

is The All-Wise of placing each us of with 
the mother and father suitable for us.



Sometimes we’re walking in the street and it gets
busy, but there is a reason for it. Then we find out

that Allah protected us from something happening.



Or sometimes something is
delayed, but Allah brings

everything in the right time.



Allah creates all the creation 
and brings forth all decrees with

wisdom, nothing is random 
or by coincidence.



Sometimes we don’t know 
what’s right or wrong between two

things, but Allah Al Hakeem will show us.



Sometimes two people come to us and each
one says they’re telling the truth, but we’re not
sure. Allah Al Hakeem judges between the two

and shows who is truthful.



ALLAH AL HAKEEM 
never does anything out of evil or harm.

Everything He does is the best and most wise.



ALLAH AL HAKEEM 
is The All-Wise to command us 

to believe in Him.



ALLAH AL HAKEEM 
is The All-Wise to command us 

to pray five times a day and not six.
 



ALLAH AL HAKEEM 
is The All-Wise to set the timings for it.



ALLAH AL HAKEEM 
is The All-Wise to give roles to the 

people for example, who will be a doctor. 



WHEN WE BELIEVE IN 

ALLAH AL HAKEEM…
WHAT SHOULD WE DO?



We should always think good of Allah 
and not say, “why did this happen?”. 

Allah brings everything in the right time 
so we should be pleased.



We should not be hasty and say, 
“I made dua but I didn’t get it”. 

Allah Al Hakeem will bring 
everything in the right time.



To submit and be pleased 
in our hearts.



To ask Allah Al Hakeem to grant us wisdom. 
Wisdom is to not speak randomly or do things 

that are useless. We want to speak and do 
things that are in place and not out of place.



We will have wisdom when we are 
with the Qur’an and the Sunnah of the Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص).

Then our life will be the best and 
everything will be in its place.  




